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We propose an approach to optimize resource sharing and flow control in a multi-beam
broadband satellite system that supports both unicast and multicast flows. We show that, in
this architecture, the load on every spot-beam queue could be different, depending on the
type of the flows and the distribution of the receivers across spot-beam coverage areas. This
load imbalance may significantly under-utilize the system resources and decrease the system
throughput when both unicast and multicast flows are active in the system. In this paper, we
formulate an optimization problem for intra- and inter-beam resource sharing such that the
variance of the session rates experienced by users of a flow located in different beam
coverage areas is minimized. The result of our resource allocation also determines the
maximum sustainable rate of each flow. We present results that compare the beam
utilization and maximum sustainable sessions rates with and without optimization. We
conclude that this method improves the average session rates up to 40% and average
utilization of the system up to 15% when both unicast and multicast flows are active.

Nomenclature
= network operations center
= equal-antenna-share policy
= balanced-antenna-share policy
= number of spot-beams
= number of active flows
= number of on-board antennas
= set of indices representing the spot-beam queues that access antenna k
= spot-beam queue with index j

= fraction of time b j accesses the antenna
= flow with index i' ... L....

= set of indices representing the flows that belong to spot-beam queue b i

= fraction of time flow h is served at spot-beam queue bi
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downlink data rate of the. satellite system
maximum rate flow It is served at spot-beam queue b j

maximum sustainable rate for flow II at the NOC queue

normalized rate variance flow It experiences across spot-beams queues

normalized mean rate flow II experiences across spot-beams queues

indicator function for i e B j

number of spot-beam queues flow II belongs to

lower-bound on the traction of time b j accesses the antenna

maximum sustainable rate for flow It under EAS policy

set of spot-beam indices for which B j =;
set of spot-beam indices with only unicast flows

set of spot-beam indices with both unicast and multicast flows
solution coefficients for spot-beam b j

number of receivers of flow It that resides in the area illuminated by spot-beam b j

I. Introduction
B ROADBAND satellite systems are quickly becoming an integral component of communication systems. Next

generation satellite communication systems utilizing higher frequency bands, such as the Ka-band, and
supporting spot-beam technology and on-board packet processing are under development. These systems offer
higher data rates and enable the use of small, low-power and low-cost user terminals. They are likely to playa
greater and more important role in the future broadband communication infrastructure.

In the recent past, a new set of applications, such as distributed computing, distributed software updates, and
distance learning, have emerged in the Internet. These applications are distributed in nature and require concurrent
transmission of the same content to multiple users. Satellite communication systems offer wide-area coverage and
ubiquitous access to potentially large number of users. Therefore, they have an inherent advantage in supporting
multicast services. However, the question of how multicast support could be efficiently integrated into the design of
new satellite systems remains to be a challenge.

In this paper, we look at the problem of resource sharing and flow control in a multi-beam satellite system that
supports both unicast and multicast flows. We show that a high load variation across the spot-beam queues may
significantly under-utilize the system resources and decrease the system throughput when a mixture of unicast and
multicast flows is active in the system. We propose an optimization based-approach to balance the load in the
system, and in doing so, take into account that both multicast and unicast flows will co-exist and compete for the
system resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we outline the problem in the context of our
target satellite system architecture, and identify th~ key problems. In Section ill, we formulate our problem in
mathematical terms. Section IV discusses the solutions and Section V evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. Last section concludes the paper.

II. Problem Outline
In this paper, we consider a satellite communication system, where aKa-band geo-synchronous satellite provides

broadband services to a large number of users located inside its footprint. In this scenario, users that are equipped
with two-way direct communication terminals, access the terrestrial network through a gateway node referred to as
the network operations center (NOC). The satellite supports multiple spot-beams and on-board packet switching
technologies that allow transmission of data to multiple users in multiple spot-beam locations. A user terminal may
serve a small home network with only"a"fewusermachines or may act as a gateway for a local area network. In
general, we assume that there are as many terminals as there are users, and from our point of view, user terminals
are the end-points. The structure of the network is shown in Figure 1.

In this multiple spot-beam system, packets of several active flows are queued at the NOC buffer. The NOC
forwards the packets to the satellite at a rate upper-bounded by the uplink capacity of the system. An on-board
processor and a switch forward the packets to one or multiple spot-beam queues, duplicating the packets in the latter
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case. A packet belonging to a unicast flow is forwarded to a single spot-beam queue, corresponding to the spot-beam
location in which the user resides. In a multicast flow, however, receivers of the multicast session may reside in
multiple beam coverage areas, and therefore packets need to be duplicated and forwarded to multiple spot-beam
queues. Depending on the type of the flows and the distribution of the users across spot-beam coverage areas, the
load on each spot-beam queue could be different. For a unicast flow, the maximum sustainable rate at the NOC is
equal to the rate at which the flow could be served at the spot-beam queue it belongs to. However, for a multicast
flow, the maximum sustainable rate at the NOC is equal to the minimum of the rates that it could be served at the
spot-beam queues it has been forwarded to. Consequently, if the multicast flow experiences a high rate variation
across the queues, this minimum requirement would significantly under-utilize some of the queues.

.."""..,...,.,.:~'
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Figure 1: Satellite Network Architecture

In a typical system, the' number of spot-beam queues are much larger than the number of on-board antennas for
two reasons: (i) with a large number of antennas satellite becomes too heavy, and (ii) because of frequency re-use
across beams, not all beams could be served simultaneously, Therefore, spot-beam queues normally share the access
to the antennas, transmitting packets in the form of bursts when the connection is realized. In this architecture, if all
spot-beam queues had equal burst durations then the amount of data that could be transmitted at a fixed downlink
rate would be the same for all queues. However, it may be possible to optimize the burst duration of each beam
based on the load of the queues and the type of the flows served at the queues such that the resulting system
minimizes the rate variance experienced by multicast flows. The problem can be stated as follows:

. We need to find the optimal way to share the resources of the system among spot-beams queues (inter-

beam) and among flows belonging to the same queue (intra-beam) such that the queues are utilized
efficiently and the flows are served at the maximum sustainable rates at the NOC.

In the next section, we formulate this problem in detail and formally define the optimization problem. We discuss
why existence of active multicast flows cause under-utilization of the system and how the solution of this
optimization setting helps improve the system performance,

llI. Problem Formulation
In this system, M spot-beam queues share the access to K on-board antennas, each transmitting in bursts only

when its output is switched to an antenna, We assume that a fixed set of beams share the access to a given antenna at
any time and denote the collection of indices representing the spot-beam queues that access antenna k for
k = 1,2,..., K by set At" The time-share C j denotes the traction of time spot-beam b J' for j e At , accesses the

antenna k, such that

.

2 Sc.} S~!>r j ~ 1,2, .. . ,M and

Lc} =l,fork=l,2,...,K.
}eAt

(1)
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where, B j is the set of indices representing the flows that are forwarded to beam b j. Therefore, the packets of flow

It could be served at a maximum rate of

at beam b j' where R is the downlink rate of the antenna.

the NOC queue is limited to

in order to avoid overflowing of any of the on-board beam queues. For unicast flows, there exists a single beam
index j for which; E B j' corresponding to the beam where the destination user resides. Therefore, if aU active

flows in the system were unicast, the system would remain fully utilized, i.e.

When there are multicast flows, on the other hand, those queues for which Aij > AI for some multicast flow

It will remain under-utilized. The time-share, wij' of each flow is determined by the load on the queue and the type

of the flows forwarded to the queue, and a high variation across beams would significantly under-utilize the system.
Therefore, our goal is to minimize this variation across the beams by adjusting the time-share each beam gets of the

antenna. In other words, we would like to find the optimal vector c' = [c: ,... , c ~ ] that would minimize the
normalized (R = 1) rate variance a flow experiences across beams over all flows:

such that

where 0 S 1 j S 1 is a lower-bound on the value of c,. and

~

..11...

Wlj =O.ifi~Bj

O<wlj Sl,ifieBj for 'Vi,j, (2)

~ w. = 1
L.- IJ

IEBJ

AIj=wlj'Cj'R (3)

However, the maximum sustainable rate of the flow at
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Equation (8) gives the sample variance of the time-share of flow I; across the N; beams it is forwarded to and Eq.

(9) is the sample mean of the time-shares of the flow. Note that for unicast flows, N; = 1 and 0'/2 = O. Therefore,

unicast flows do not affect the solution of our optimization algorithm, but they change the total load on the system
and the time-share (w Ij ) each flow gets from the system. In the following section, we give the solution to Eq. (8)

and define the antenna sharing policy we will use as a basis for comparison.

IV. Solution
When no optimization is considered, the simplest assignment is to set

We call this assignment, equal-antenna-share (BAS) policy and denote it by the vector CBAS' The solution to Eq.

(6) is called the balanced-antenna-share (BAS) policy and denoted by the solution vector cBAS' We consider two

different solutions to Eq. (6). In the first case, which we will refer to as BAS-I, the lower bounds on the solution
values are set to zero for all beams - i.e. I j = 0, 'fIj . Therefore, in the solution vector some beams may get lower

time-shares than their assignments under the EAS policy, which results in lower sustainable rates for some flows. In
the second case, which we will refer to as BAS-n, lower bounds on the solution values are set such that no flow gets
a lower sustainable rate than the one the flow would get under the EAS policy, i.e.

/j = maxI.IL}. (13)
.< ,.,r;_I~, wII

where ri is the maximum sustainable rate fOf flow /; under EAS policy given by

ri = min{ Wijo-, l
l} .fOfieBj andjeAto (1")

).i.H, At

In the solution, we classify the beams into three sets: (i) E, the set of empty beams for which B j =; , (ii) U , the
set of beams with only unicast flows, and (Hi) U C , "the set of beams with both unicast and multicast flows. Under

both BAS-I and BAS-ll policies, C j = 0, 'Vj e E , and such beams can be removed from the calculation. Beams with

only unicast flows have to be excluded from the calculations as well, because, independent of the time-share they
get. unicast flows that are forwarded to the those beams will have zero rate variance. Therefore, we keep the EAS
policy time-share assignments for such beams, and set C j = tJ1Ak I for j E (U n Ak) and k = 1,2,... ,K. The
assignments of the remaining beams are policy dependent and described in the following sections.

-

~ 1 M
PI =- LwlJ 'cJ'

NI J-I
(9)

{ I. if i e B j
slj = O,ifi~Bj (10),and

-AM
NI = LSij" (11)

}-1

(12)
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A. Solution under BAS-. policy
Under this policy, the optimum policy assignments for the beam time-shares are given by

1- Lci
CJ= 1.(UNft) ,forje(UCnAk)andk=],2,...,K.

aJ' L ~
.,. I~Nft)al

~ [ 2'(NI-I) 2 ]aJ = £.J 2 'Wr .
1-1 NI

Under this policy, the optimum assignments for the beam time-shares are more complicated due to the presence
of lower bounds. ]n this case, the method given in the Appendix is used to calculate the assignments.

V. Evaluation

A. Analysis setup
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we need to create unicast and multicast flows between the

NOC and the spot-beam locations. However, the number of the unicast and multicast flows forwarded to each spot-
beam location and the distribution of multicast users across these locations should reflect the possible load
unbalance in a real multi-beam satellite system. Therefore, first, we have looked at the beam locations and the
antenna assignments of a geo-synchronous satellite proposed for a commercial satellite systeml. 2. Figure 2 shows
the approximate locations of the M = 48 spot-beams in two polarizations over the United States for this system as
indicated by 24 circles. In each circle, the upper and lower identifiers denote the left- and right-polarized spot-beam
signals, respectively,

Figure 2: Locations of the 48 spot-beams in two polarizations over the United States for the satellite system
(map used with permissio,n from maps-com).

This 48 spot-beams share the access to K = 4 on-board antennas, The antenna assignments are as shown in
Table]. Next, based on the geographical area covered by each spot-beam, we have calculated the total

where, a J are coefficients given by

B. Solution under BAS-II

approximate

'1t

(15)

(16)

policy
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population illuminated by each spot-beam using the most recent U.S. Census Data3

more likely to be forwarded to a spot-beam queue b j if the beam illuminates a larger fraction of the total

population, we calculated the probability distribution plotted in Fig. 3. This distribution gives the probability of J;

being forwarded to a beam b j for all 48 spot-beams and is used to create flows between the NOC and the spot-beam

locations. Finally, we have to determine how the burst duration of each beam is shared among the unicast and
multicast flows forwarded to the beam. The policy determines how multicast flows are treated compared to unicast
flows sharing the same bottleneck, in this particular case, the same spot-beam queue. In Ref. 4 authors propose a
policy that allocates resources as a logarithmic function of the number of users downstream of the bottleneck, and
show that it achieves the best tradeoff between user satisfaction and fairness among unicast and multicast flows. In
this paper, we adopt the same policy.

The time-share wI} of a flow II in beam b j is determined by nl}' which is the number of receivers of the flow

that resides in the area illuminated by the beam:

ANT1
~~ ~
D2~ III 0.05

.5
is 0.04

~ 0.03
i! 0.02

eA. 0.01

0
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ I ~ ~ M ~ ~ M ~ N . ~

.,~'tit'-.. ~, < ~ « m m m u u u c c c
Beam Identifier

Table 1: Assipment of spot-beams to on board F~re 3: Probability distribution fun~tion o~ a now
antennas for the satellite s stem. beIDa forwarded !o a spot-beam location designated

Y by the beam identifier.

.~~ ..-
{ 0, if nl} = 0

- 1+ log(nl} ). . .wI} - '" ~' IfnI} _0 'Vr,}
L.JI+log ij
leBf

In the next section, we calculate the optimal time-share of each spot-beam, and the maximum sustainable rates of
every flow under both BAS-I and BAS-II. We compare our results to the EAS policy.

B. Analysis results ., . . - On -

For comparison, we create 250 unicast flows between the NOC and the spot-beam locations and then look at the
performance gains when the system resources are shared with 10 to 40 multicast flows. The size of each multicast

instance, we create 500 different flow configurations using the test setup described above and look at the average
gains over the test set. In Fig: 4, we look at the maximum sustainable rate increase (at the NOC) or decrease
experienced by a single flow and the average sustainable rate improvement over all flows as the number of active
multicast flows is increased trom 10 to 40. We observe that under BAS-I policy, an average of 400/0-50% rate
improvement is achievable over the test sets. As more multicast flows are added to the system relative improvement

session is assumed to be lognormally distributed with mean

Assuming that a flow II is

(17)

log(25) and standard deviation 0.5. For each test

~
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becomes more significant, since our approach does not yield any improvement over the EAS policy when there are
only unicast flows. However, the maximum sustainable rate improvement experienced by a single flow decreases as
more flows compete for the available resources. Although the system experiences considerable gains in terms of the
average sustainable rate of a flow, the fairness is an issue with BAS-I policy, since some flows end up experiencing

200.00% 0 Maximum Rate Decrease
175.00% .Maximum Rate Increase

. Average Rate Improvement
150.00%
125.00%

! 100.00%
; 75.00%
~ 50.00%
.s 25.00%

~ 0.00%
-25.00%
-50.00%
-75.00%

-100.00%

Total Number of Active Flows (250 Unicast Flows)

Figure 4: Maximum rate increase, decrease, and the average rate improvement experienced by the
sustainable rates of active flows at the NOC for 250 unicast flows and 10 to 40 multicast flows under BAS-I
policy with respect to the sustainable flow rates under EAS policy.

a rate decrease compared to EAS policy. In Fig. 5, we look at what percentage of the total number of flows
experience a decrease in their sustainable rates under BAS-I policy. We observe that approximately 80% of the total
flows experience an increase in their sustainable rates. Therefore, nom a system performance point of view, the
BAS-I policy improves utilization significantly.

In Fig. 6, we look at similar performance gains under BAS-II policy. BAS-II policy imposes lower bounds on the
solution such that no flow experiences a-decrease in their sustainable rates with respect to the EAS policy. This
constrains the solution space. Therefore, we observe more moderate gains of 10%-20% on the average sustainable
flow rates at the NaC. However, in this case there is no fairness problem, since all flows are served at equal or
better rates compared to that ofEAS policy.

In Fig. 7, we look at the improvement in the utilization of the NOC queue defined by

,1'

We observe that, BAS-I outperfonns the BAS-II policy for all test cases due to the more stringent constraints
imposed by the latter. However, the difference between the respective performance gains becomes smaller as the
number of multicast flows increases, since this time the algorithm becomes constrained due to the existence of toomany competing flows.' - "

Finally, in Figs. 8 and 9, we look at the utilization ofindividuaI spot-beam queues under both policies for a test
case of 250 unicast flows and 20 multicast flows. We observe that a significant percent of all spot-beam queues is
better utilized under BAS policies. . .'

._- ----
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Figure 5: Percentage of flows experiencing a rate increase or a decrease in their sustainable rates at the
NOC for 250 unicast flows and 10 to 40 multicast flows under BAS-I policy with respect to the sustainable
flow rates under EAS policy.

VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an approach to optimize the allocation of system resources across multiple spot-

beams that support both unicast and multicast flows. The proposed method attempts to balance the load variation
among spot-beams by adjusting for the burst duration allocated to each spot-beam queue. The benefits are two fold.
The optimization minimizes the rate variation a multicast flow experiences due to the load unbalance when its
receiver set spans more than one spot-beam location, and allows a higher sustainable rate. Moreover, utilization of
both on-board queues and the NOC queue are improved, resulting in a higher average throughput.

However, we only tested the performance gains under static configurations. In our tests, we showed the
possibility of performance improvements over an average of 500 test cases. Weare currently investigating how this
method can be combined with an on-board algorithm to dynamically check for the load on each spot-beam queue
and the type of the flows to redistribute the resources. In this study load imbalance between spot-beam queues is
attributed to the distribution of population across geographical locations. The algorithm is being tested for other
sources of load imbalance ~..ch as due to time-zone differences.

A more extensive study is currently under way to see how the rate restrictions imposed by this method would
interact with the flow control mechanisms of individual flows.

Total Number of Active Flows (250 Unicast Flows)

"'--
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Figure 6: Maximum and average percent improvement experienced by the sustainable rates of active flows
at the NOC for 250 unicast flows and 10 to 40 multicast flows under BAS-II policy with respect to the
sustainable flow rates under EAS policy.
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Figure 7: Average improvement in the utilization of the NOC queue for 250 unicast nows and 10 to 40
multicast nows under both policies with respect to the utilization under EAS policy.
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Figure 8: Utilization of individual spot-beam queues for 250 u
BAS-II policy with respect to EAS policy.
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Figure 9: Utilization of individual spot-beam queues for 250 unicast flows and 20 multicast flows under
BAS-I policy with respect to EAS policy.
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Appendix
In this section, we give the method for calculating the C J' j e (Uc ('\ Ai) for k = 1,2,..., K under BAS-" policy:

CALCULATE OJ usingEq.16for Vje(Uc('\AI;) k=I,2,...,K.

SORT oJ in descending order for Vj e (UC ('\ AI;) k = 1,2,..., K .

FOR k = 1,2,...,K,

SET d=l-

SET S=

FOR Vi e (ut: f'lAj) ,

dIF 1 ~/J
aJ' L -

'~Ma)a,
ELSE

END
END

END

,I' , American'.<1

"~'i'
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d~T C = 1
1n&:.!'O j ~-

OJ ",«4ft" nAt) 0,

Cj =/j'

d="--/j'
1S = S -- .
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